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ARB Kits Out The New 
Nissan Navara NP300

ARB Corporation Ltd, a world leader in aftermarket 4x4 accessories, is pleased 
to offer an extensive range of accessories for the recently released Nissan 
Navara NP300. Designed and engineered with strength and practicality in 
mind, ARB’s range of gear includes front, rear, side and under body protection 
as well as the Classic canopy, canopy roof rack, Air Lockers, rated recovery 
points and more. 
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Summit Bull Bar
Utilising 60.3mm outer frame and cross bar tubing, 
as well as an extensive use of press forming in the 
construction, the NP300 Summit bull bar has been 
designed with a relentless pursuit of quality. The 
bar uses a split pan design for maximum strength 
and airflow as well as under wing protection 
panels to protect the vulnerable lower parts of the 
NP300. The bar is able to accommodate a range of 
low mount electric winches, up to 10,000lb, along 
with twin Hi-Lift jack points to assist with difficult 
recovery situations. Provisions for ARB Intensity 
LED and IPF driving lights are integrated into the 
top pan of the bar, while the redesigned fog light 
surrounds and ARB LED indicator/clearance light 
assembly is included as standard.

Side Rails and Steps
Side rails and protection steps integrate with the 
Summit bull bar, offering protection to vulnerable 
quarter and door panels. The patented side rail 
attachment system provides uncompromised 
strength while the all-new, clear anodised tread 
plate provides easy ingress/egress to the vehicle 
in all weather conditions. A stand alone protection 
step is also available for the NP300. 

Rear Step Tow Bar
The all new Summit rear step tow bar is a class 
leading rear protection and tow system designed 
to appear as original vehicle equipment in finish 
and integration. The through tub mounting system 
attaches to the chassis to provide exceptional 
levels of strength. A 50mm, 3.5t tow hitch enables 
heavy trailers, caravans or boats to be connected 
with ease, while also allowing the use of a hitch 
mounted recovery point. A lift up cover panel 
conceals trailer electrics, with the option to fit an 
ARB air compressor outlet, rear camera connection 
and a 50amp Anderson plug.

Classic Canopy 
Available in a smooth or textured exterior finish, 
the ARB Classic canopy for the new Navara features 
curved, tempered and tinted safety glass to follow 
the contour of Nissan’s unique tailgate spoiler. The 
canopy shell also accommodates the protrusion of 
the vehicle’s third safety lamp. Manufactured from 
tough ABS thermoplastic, the canopy can be colour 
coded to suit the vehicle paintwork.

Canopy Roof Rack
Available in two sizes for the NP300, both steel and 
aluminium models are available, both of which 
incorporate an aerodynamic, durable design, 
perfect for carrying timber, ladders and a variety of 
other equipment. 

Air Lockers
Designed and manufactured in Australia, ARB Air 
Lockers will enhance the traction of the NP300 in just 
about any terrain. With a state-of-the-art two piece 
design, forged gears for the ultimate in strength and 
durability, and an industry-leading five year warranty, 
ARB Air Lockers combine quality equipment with a 
reliable backing. A rear Air Locker for the NP300 is 
available to order now, while a front Air Locker for 
automatic NP300 vehicles is currently being finalised 
and will be available to order shortly.

Outback Solutions Drawers
Featuring an integrated sleek design, high quality 
components, and the ability to create a fully 
customised system tailored to owners’ requirements, 
the Outback Solutions range is the answer to all 
storage needs. Completely modular, the Outback 
Solutions range provides up to 200 possible 
configurations for the NP300. 

Under Vehicle Protection
Extensive under vehicle protection panels have been 
specially developed for the NP300. Fabricated from 
3mm pressed and folded laser cut steel, these four 
panels protect the sump, transmission and transfer 
case from hazards off road. All panels are zinc plated 
and powder coated for a visually pleasing appearance.

Rated Recovery Points
Designed for use with an ARB bull bar, ARB rated 
recovery points are mounted directly to the vehicle 
chassis via high tensile bolts. Rated to 8000kg, the 
NP300 recovery point attaches to the left or right hand 
side of the vehicle, or both, depending on customer 
preference, and has been rated for angled pulls up to 
the maximum turn angle of the front wheels. The long 
slot allows the recommended 4.75t bow shackle to be 
fed through the opening and connected to the strap 
using the pin instead of the bow. 
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Coming Soon
In addition to the above, the following list 
of products for the NP300 will be available 
soon, throughout ARB stores and stockists 
across Australia. 

ARB Alloy Bar
ARB Sahara Bar
ARB Commercial Bar
ARB Ascent Canopy
Old Man Emu Suspension
ARB Ute Liner
ARB Ute Lid
Safari Snorkel
Auxiliary Battery Tray
Long Ranger Fuel Tank
Recaro Seats
Clearview Towing Mirrors
SmartBar
Hayman Reese Towbar

High resolution images are available  
within the accompanying folder. 

All media enquiries should be directed  
to Sam Boden:
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P  PO Box 105, Kilsyth, Vic 3137

About ARB 

Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 
Accessories is now Australia’s largest 
manufacturer and distributor of aftermarket 4WD 
accessories. With products including bull bars, 
protection equipment, Old Man Emu suspension, 
Air Lockers, roof racks, canopies and recovery 
equipment, our primary mission is to prepare 
vehicles for the remote and harsh conditions 
typically encountered off road. ARB currently 
has more than 50 stores and over 100 stockists 
located across Australia, as well as offices in 
the United States, Thailand and Europe, and an 
export network reaching more than a hundred 
countries around the world.
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The ultimate camping accessory no adventurer can live without has finally hit the shelves 
at ARB. After extensive research and development, ARB has designed a sleeping bag with 
features that set it apart from the competition. Ideal for indoor and outdoor use during the 
colder seasons, the ARB sleeping bag is the perfect companion for the adventurous soul. 

The ARB sleeping bag – now available in stores – 
was designed with warmth, comfort and durability 
in mind. Manufactured with anti-bacterial and fire 
retardant treatments, the ARB sleeping bag is also 
machine washable. Weighing as little as 2.9kg, the 
sleeping bag is compact, lightweight and will even 
retain its ability to insulate when damp or wet. 
Perfect for adult 4WDer’s of all shapes and sizes, 
the sleeping bag boasts the luxurious size of a king 
single (200cm x 100cm x 100cm) offering plenty of 
room to move, keeping you warm and rested up 
during your adventure.

Manufactured from the highest quality materials, 
ARB has ensured their sleeping bag will be your 
best friend on a cold and dreary night. To ensure 
its comfort rating of -5°C, the sleeping bag is filled 
with high quality invista Dupont Thermolite® QUallo 
7 hole fill. Holding all of this together is a 100% 
cotton brushed flannelette inner lining, treated with 
Sanitized® anti-bacterial treatment for maximum 
hygiene protection and longevity. The nylon outer 
shell not only displays a sleek black and stone 
design with ARB topographic print, but also has fire 
retardant treatment to CPAI-75 standards for added 
protection. Made with genuine YKK® zippers, a 
single continuous main zipper with added secure 
Velcro closure ensures you keep snuggly warm and 
draught-free during the night. 

The unique design of the ARB sleeping bag makes 
joining two to make a double, simple and easy. 
There’s no need for a left and right hand model as 
fully unzipping two bags and laying one on top of 
the other means that the joining zipper runs around 
the outer edge, not up the middle between the 
occupants. This allows each occupant to exit the 
sleeping bag via a side zipper, so that the other 
occupant can stay snug and warm. When the 
second sleeping bag is placed on top, the hood/
pillow can be easily removed from the top bag and 
zipped to the bottom bag to complete your tailor 
made sleeping setup. 

Providing ultimate head support and comfort, the 
semi-circular hooded section includes a pocket 
to insert a standard sized pillow and can also be 
removed for convenience. Designed for maximum 
security, two handy stash pockets are provided to 
keep your valuable items close and safe but also so 
they don’t get lost in the bottom of your bedding. 
Perfect for personal items such as mobile phones, 
wallets or even a small torch, there is one on either 
side of the main zipper.

The generously sized rectangular stuff sack allows 
room for the sleeping bag to be folded before being 
placed in the sack, as opposed to ‘stuffing’ which 
is often very difficult with traditional stuff sacks. A 
draw cord and compression straps allow the stuff 
sack to be compressed to a much smaller size. And 
finally, when fully packed, the entire shebang takes 
the shape of a rectangle, so it can be easily stored 
between the fridge and the fishing tackle box, ready 
for your next adventure. 
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HEADLINE 
GOES HERE
ARB Corporation Ltd, a world leader in 
aftermarket 4x4 accessories, is pleased 
to announce the latest addition to their 
comprehensive canopy line up. The ARB 
Ascent canopy is establishing an entirely 
new segment within the growing canopy 
market, by providing dual cab utility owners 
with a fully featured, ultra-premium option. 

Designed to exceed the expectations of the most 
discerning owners, the Ascent is the result of proven 
ARB design unified with class leading aesthetics and 
technological advancements. This next generation 
canopy is fabricated around an innovative vanishing 
edge shell design, allowing the tray of the vehicle 
and canopy to integrate seamlessly – with no visible 
weather sealing.  

The frameless windows are premium quality – 
5mm tempered auto glass with dark grey, 28% 
light transmission tinting. This ensures cargo is 
protected from UV penetration while enhancing the 
fundamental design of the canopy. An ‘invisible’ 
hinge system complements the clean styling of 
the canopy, and a unique rear spoiler with a third 
LED brake light ensures high visibility in all driving 
conditions. Vacuum formed from 9mm ABS 
thermoplastic, the Ascent canopy is manufactured to 
withstand temperature extremes ranging from -20°C 
to 90°C.  

A standout feature of the new Ascent is the fully 
integrated remote central locking system. Utilising 
the existing vehicle key remote, owners are able 
to lock and unlock the canopy as they would the 
vehicle. The central locking system installs into the 
factory wiring through the use of a plug and play 
wiring loom, ensuring that ‘splicing’ is not required 
and vehicle wiring integrity is maintained.

In addition to central locking, all doors and windows 
feature slam shut closing. 

Easy to activate push button micro switches allow 
one handed opening – eliminating the need for 
mechanical handles – and the rear door includes 
manual key override.

High resolution images are available  
within the accompanying folder. 
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